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What is a Meditation Mala?

The Tibetan Buddhist prayer mala, or beaded rosary, aids the practitioner in counting 
mantras while helping one to focus concentration and awareness.
The goal is to feel the meditation mala's beads with the fingers, recite the mantra and 
visualise the deity at the same time - involving body, speech & mind.

BuddhisBuddhist Mala Beads are made with 108 beads as there are said to be 108 afflictions. 
In addition, after reciting 100 mantras eight extra mantras are recited to allow for any 
errors. 

Tibetan mala beads often have counter beads at 27 bead intervals to aid the counting 
process, this is why some of our malas have 111 beads:
108 beads + 3 counter beads = 111 beads. 

Our wrist malas at the Tibetan Mala Shop are made with:
    27 beads (4 rounds of a 27 bead wrist mala equates to 108)
  18 beads (6 rounds of an 18 bead wrist mala equates to 108)
  21 beads (for reciting 21 mantras)

Traditionally Tibetan malas were made of burgundy or red thread symbolising the 
unbroken lineage of teachings and bloodline of the Buddha. 
 
In addition we use the thread colours that are linked to the 7 chakras:
1. Base Chak1. Base Chakra - black
2. Sacral Chakra - brown
3. Solar Plexus Chakra - yellow
4. Heart Chakra - green
5. Throat Chakra - blue 
6. Third Eye Chakra - purple
7. Clear Quartz Crystal - white/silver grey

What is a Mantra?What is a Mantra?

A mantra is a creative, subtle, inner sound or word that is repeated to aid 
concentration during meditation. It is an expression of the deepest essence of our 
understanding and transcends external words and sounds.
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OM MANI PADME HUM mantra translates as "You are the Jewel in the 
Lotus" and summons the deity Chenrezig the Buddha of Compassion.
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How to recite Mantras using a Meditation Mala

Sit comfortably, relax & focus your attention on your breathing while resting the mala 
beads in your hand.
Be still. Be quiet.
HolHold the first mala bead between your thumb & forefinger and silently recite one 
mantra. Move your thumb and forefinger along to the next bead of the strand to 
chant the next mantra; then repeat.

Whilst feeling the malas beads with the fingers and reciting the mantra, visualise 
a positive image or deity, in this way one is at once involving the body, speech and 
mind.
AfteAfter some repetitons the powerful vibration of the sound of the mantra can be used 
to enter a deep state of meditation.

Mantra Recitation

Below is a list of sanskrit mantras:

ANANDA HUM - I am bliss
SHANTI HUM - I am peace
AHAM PREMA - I am love
SSARVATVA - I am wholeness

Mantra for Blessing your Mala Beads
This mantra increases the power of the mantras you recite more than one sextillion 
times (that's ten million times one billion!) Recite the mantra seven times, then blow 
on the mala. OM RUCHIRA MANI PRAVARTAYA HUM (7x)

Flower Offering Mantra
ArArrange your favourite flowers and recite the mantra twenty one times, then sprinkle 
the flowers on a stupa or holy object. If you do this all your wishes will be fulfilled, 
and all your negative karma will be purified.
TADYATHA PUSHPE PUSHPE SIPUSHPE SVAHA (21x)
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DHARMA HUM - My life has meaning & purpose
OM MITRAYA - I am friendly & kind to all
SHREEM NAMAH - I honor the abundance of life
RABHASA HUM - I am pure delight
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Mantra of Shakyamuni Buddha
Reciting this mantra will purify all defilements & actualise the four bodies of Buddha 
(the four bodies are: truth, nature, wisdom & enjoyment)
The mantra translates as "Om wise one, wise one, great wise one, to the wise one of 
the Shakyans hail!" Recite multiples of 7 times.
TADYATHA OM MUNI MUNI MAHA MUNIYE SVAHA (7x)

Mantra of Medicine BuddhaMantra of Medicine Buddha
Reciting this mantra clears inner, outer and secret obstacles to health & assists in 
achieving perfect health. Recite multiples of 8 times.
TADYATHA OM BEKHANDZE BEKHANDZE MAHA BEKHANDZE [BEKHANDZE] 
RADZA SAMUDGATE SVAHA (8x)

Mantra of Green Tara
GreeGreen Tara is known as the "mother of liberation". Reciting this mantra liberates one 
from true suffering, problems & samsara. OM TARE TUTTARE TURE SVAHA (21x)

Mantra of Chenrezig
The Chenrezig mantra is recited to purify delusion, especially hatred & ignorance, and 
to generate compassion. The mantra translates as "You are the Jewel in the Lotus" 
and summons the deity Chenrezig the Buddha of Compassion.
OM MANI PADME HUM (7x)

Mantra of Maitreya BuddhaMantra of Maitreya Buddha
Reciting this mantra you’re able to live your life in a positive, virtuous manner, it puri-
fies negativity and collects much merit.
OM MAI TRI MA HA MAI TRI MAI TRI YE SVA HA, OM MAITRI MAHAMAITRI 
MAITRIYE SVAHA

Mantra of Manjushri
Manjushri represents wisdom, he holds a sword in his right hand symbolizing his abil-
ity to cut through delusion. By reciting this mantra one opens the door to wisdom, 
heightens inteligence, fulfills good wishes, removes obstacles & troubles, helps to 
achieve perfect enlightenment. OM AH RA PA CHA NA DHI
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What is Meditation?

Meditation is... contemplation, reflection, a prayer, internal peace, a connection to the 
truth, being still, being quiet, just being.
Meditation is... an inspired grace, freedom, guidance, contentment, awareness, 
concentration, restful alertness.
MeditatioMeditation is... something that goes beyond the intellect and brings the mind into its 
natural state.
With meditation... we can change the inner flow of our energy and release our 
emotions.

Meditation on the Breath

Get Comfortable
Choose a quiet place where you won't be disturbed and get comfortable.

PosturePosture
It is beneficial to sit upright, with your back straight, and cross legged in the 7 point 
vajra position:

  1. Straight back
  2. Cross Legged
  3. Folded hands
  4. Tuck your chin in

MotivationMotivation
Set your motivation for the meditation, a typical Buddhist approach is to meditate for 
the benefit of all beings.

Focus on the Breath
ClosClose your eyes and breath through your nose, gently notice the sensations of the 'in' 
and 'out' breath. Be aware of your breath, breath slowly and deeply, with each breath 
allow yourself to become more deeply relaxed. Feel open in the here and now, allow 
spiritual energy to flow through you. When distracted by noises or sensations in the 
body, gently bring yourself back to the breath. Sit for as long as possible.

Conclusion & Dedication
Slowly mSlowly move your fingers & toes, open your eyes, and gently bring your attention back 
to the room. Dedicate the postitive energy & merit created by your meditation to the 
benefit of all beings.
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5. Eyes looking down, resting & relaxed
6. Tongue touching the upper palate
7. Lips slightly apart




